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Scale of global tourism 

•  World’s largest and fastest growing «industry» or «sector» in the 

world economy 

•  Tourism 10,3 % of world GDP (2010) 

•  In over 150 countries (4/5), tourism is one of five top export 

earners. 

•  Rural tourism 6% early growth (UNWTO). 
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Source: World Tourism Barometer,  UNWTO, WTTC 



Tourism: The panacea for all rural ills? 
The term ‘revitalization’ is often used to describe the importance given to 

tourism as a catalyst for rural development (see also Roberts and Hall 

(eds.) 2001, Vail and Hultkrantz 2000, Long and Lane, 2001, etc.).  

–  It moves into the local void left by declining industries 

–  Reuses land and property 

–  Constructs heritage 

–  Offers jobs and provides services 

–  Brings in „The Tourist Dollar“ 

 

 



The interest in attracting tourists 

•  Economic gain is the most cited reason why 
–  Communities 
–  Municipalities 
–  Politicians 
–  Governments 
–  Businesses 
–  Entrepreneurs 

•  Argue for  

•  Destination development 





Ferðalangar á heimferð 

Does tourism only happen in destinations? 
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Is destination development the only tourism 
development? 
 
•  What about  

–  The throughfare 
–  The stop over 
–  Demand for generic products and services 
–  The non place 

•  Developing services vs developing attractions 



The local desire to be a destination 

•  A strong theme in resident views 
–  They’re all on their way elsewhere - It’s like we’re an unremarkable town!  
–  The municipality does nothing to attract tourists and get them to stay! 
–  I like it when there are lots of people, it is always so quiet here 
–  We are a small town, we can really do with broader horizons through interacting 

with tourists 

•  But what about the focus on services? 
–  A much smaller theme for residents and most often to do with information centres 

and marketing the destination 



Destination development – the white steed 

•  Tourism has emotional value for residents 
–  Everyone wants to be „on the map“ 

•  Tourism has cultural value for residents 
–  Being a destination confirms local sense of place as attractive 
–  A destination has cultural capital 

•  Tourism has social value for residents 
–  Tourists are people, their presence boosts the social life 
–  The town comes to life 
–  New job opportunities 



The dark horse passing through 

•  The discourse focusses on destination while tourists buy their burger, 
gas and bed on the way, in the throughfare, the non place 
–  Is destination development (experience design) overrated at the expense of 

hospitality development (service)? 
–  Can destination development be sustainable without hospitality development? 
–  To what extent can tourism be conceptualized as a service industry and/or a 

creative industry? 

•  The tourists stop – but do they need to stay? 



Tinn, Telemark, Norway 



Beyond the transfer of capital? - Tourists as a resource for 
local community development 

Participation in specific areas Tinn 

Be a mentor for a local company 61 

Be part of the board of a local company 108 

Sit on a committee for local development 73 

Learn more about local culture and history 295 

Make an effort to develop local commercial life 66 

Make an effort to develop local cultural life 34 

Move or establish your own company 26 

Get involved in local political work 12 

Participate in local environmental tasks and community clear-up projects 92 

Participate in establishing local meeting arenas 39 


